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▪ Customer:  GSA

▪ Gate: ‘0’ 

▪ Step: Presentation

▪ CRM: GSA-OASIS_Plus_GWAC

▪ CIT-Sector: Christopher Stahl

All STAHL USA developed tools, 
processes, and documents are subject 
to ©Copyright by STAHL USA and 
restricted to authorized usage.

Location:  Remote Location
Date: 10/27/2022

GSA OASIS PLUS
IDIQ-MAC
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Client Relationships 
BiC-1 is trying to garner the GSA Vehicles as a PRIME and aligning the Vehicles/IDIQ/MAC/GWAC –
with the help of BiC-1 JV Members.

Core Adjacency 

BiC-1 is aiming to PRIME the upcoming VEHICLES from GSA and Agencies based on the past
performances.

Prime vs. Sub 

BiC-1 will be PRIMING this with BIC-1 JV Members as SUBs

Prime’s 
Differentiation 

BiC-1 is strategizing these vehicles by working closely with the current requirements on current
program through JV members and past performances.

Roadmap Alignment 
(List other opportunities with 
the same Agency)

1. POLARIS -SB

2. POLARIS- SDVOSB

3. ALLIANT-3

Business Priority Relevance
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Opportunity Overview

Opportunity: OASIS PLUS New/Recompete: Recompete CRM No.#: GSA-OASIS_Plus_GWAC

Acquirer Agency: GSA Incumbent: Multiple Solicitation No #: 47QRCA21N0001

End User Office 

Name (s): 
GSA Contract Vehicle: IDIQ-MAC Contract Type:

Firm Fixed Price,Cost

Reimbursement,Indefinite

Delivery Indefinite Quantity, 

Time and Materials, Labor Hour

Location/Place of 
Performance:

OCONUS/ CONUS Acquisition Type: 

8(a) Set-Aside  / Small Bus Set-Aside/
Full and Open / Unrestricted / HUBZone Set-Aside
Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business/ 
Woman Owned Small Business Set Aside

Prime Interest: BiC-1
POP (Period of Performance): POP is 10 years

Prime (P): BiC-1 Sub: TBD based on GAP NAICS/PSC: 541330 PWin Change:

$$ Value : $133 Bill. Prime Value: 51% Opportunity Status: Pre-RFP RFI/SS/WP:

Total FTE: on TO Basis Sub Value: 49% Draft RFP: 09/2022 Industry Day (if any):
04/13/2021

Sector 

(Defense/Civil) : 
Multiple

Channel Team 

Members:
All Exclusive T-1/T-2 Final RFP: 01/2023 Proposal Due: 02/2023

OPS Exec: Thomas Graup
Account Exec. 

(iPMO):
Gate-0 BD Orals: N/A BAFO Due:

Capture Exec: Chris Stahl PDM/PM: TBA Award Date: 08/2023 [Est] Start Date:

B&P Estimate: Unanet T&E Pre-PMO/BD: Richi
Anticipated Personnel 

Clearance
TBD[ TO basis]

COR/CO Name:
Josh Houseworth [Contracting Office- POC]

530-228-2350   joshua.houseworth@gsa.gov

Anticipated Facility 

Clearance
Top Secret

Brief Program and Scope Description: The General Services Administration, Federal Acquisition Services’ Office of Professional Services and Human Capital Categories has a requirement for a 
new, broader, and more flexible next-generation services Best-in-Class Multi-Agency Contract to better meet the federal acquisition community's procurement needs for complex services. This 
contract is planned to replace the One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) acquisition vehicle and it will include functional areas from other GSA contracts such as BMO (Building 
Maintenance and Operation) and HCaTS (Human Capital Training Solution). 
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Organization Chart/Government Contacts [POCs on the effort]

Unanet Code(s): G1 370 - Compttve Intel-Ctct Lists Chart in Gate 1

G1 320 - Verify Agency Buyer & Vendor Ecosystem
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Scope

The objective of OASIS+ is to provide Government agencies with total integrated solutions for 
a multitude of services-based requirements on a global basis. These services requirements 
may call for solutions that cross multiple disciplines, include ancillary support, may be 
commercial and/or non-commercial, using a variety of contract types including fixed price (all 
types), cost reimbursement (all types), time and materials/labor hour, or a hybrid mix of 
contract types.

•Highly Qualified Vendors and an Open Contract Program: GSA is fully committed to ensuring 
the companies that receive awards in the new contract program are highly qualified. We also 
want to create a path for new industry partners to routinely onboard. To achieve these 
outcomes, we will maintain high standards for the program’s various contracts, provide for 
continuous on-ramping, and eliminate caps on the number of awards. The ability for industry 
to continuously on-ramp with no cap on the number of awardees allows the program to:

• Evolve as government procurement needs to change
• Expand the industrial base as agencies’ needs change or they discover the contract’s 

benefits
• Eliminate barriers to entry for all qualified businesses

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Objective

OASIS+ is planned to replace OASIS ($60 Billion), Human Capital and Training Solutions (HCaTS) ($11.5 Billion), and Building,

Maintenance, and Operations (BMO) ($62.2 Billion) programs. Therefore, based on the estimated value of OASIS, HCATS and BMO

programs, Deltek anticipates OASIS+ to capture approximately $133.7 Billion of the federal spending over the 10-year period of

performance.

However, according to the Questions and Answers released on July 15, 2022, GSA plans to pursue a FAR Class deviation to award this

contract with no ceiling value. Furthermore, according to the Draft Section B of the Solicitation, there is no maximum dollar ceiling for the

Master Contract or for each individual Task Order. An unlimited number of Task Orders, at any dollar value, may be placed for the term of

OASIS+. Ordering Contracting Officers (OCOs) will follow applicable regulatory and agency requirements to establish maximum dollar

ceilings at the Task Order level. Please note that the $133.7 Billion listed in this report is a Deltek estimated value for the entire OASIS+

program.

Originally referred to as “Services MAC,” the new contract vehicle is called “OASIS Plus,” also referred to as “OASIS+”. It will provide

federal customers with a comprehensive suite of services-based solutions with enhanced competition at the task-order level. It is positioned

to succeed OASIS when its ordering period ends in 2024. Given OASIS’ success, GSA likely chose the name, OASIS+, to align with the

existing vehicle’s positive reputation, leveraging its established goodwill with customers. Building and improving upon the success of the

OASIS contract, OASIS+ aims to: alleviate friction from the acquisition process and simplify the buying experience for customers;

streamline the contract environment for both large and small businesses; and allow for a continuously open solicitation.

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Background

Professional Services and Human Capital Categories (PSHC) is responsible for the strategic leadership, oversight, and

management of FAS’s professional services, human capital services, and charge card management programs and contracts.

PSHC is a nationwide team of more than 225 employees located in Atlanta, Georgia; Auburn, Washington; Boise, Idaho; Fort

Worth, Texas; Michigan; New York, New York, Washington D.C., and several remote locations.

The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) is developing a new indefinite-delivery indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) best-in-class

(BIC) multi-agency contract (MAC) contract program to support federal agencies’ procurement requirements for services.

GSA’s goal is to establish a Services MAC that is flexible, can evolve and expand over time, and supports a broad range of

mission and service needs through a highly qualified industrial base. Led by the Federal Acquisition Service’s (FAS) Office of

Professional Services and Human Capital Categories (PSHC) the contract program will be developed with collaborative

engagement from federal ordering agencies, industry partners, multiple FAS programs and offices, the Small Business

Administration, and other key stakeholders.

Federal agency requirements have become increasingly more complex with many services procurements having elements of

several categories of spend. Mission requirements are frequently evolving due to changing threats, policies, and the public’s

emerging needs for federal agency support. As a result, agencies need and expect GSA to provide easy access to flexible

contracts that can change over time and, most importantly, have well-qualified contractors that understand their missions.

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Background

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos

The industry is now managing far too many contracts, including those awarded by GSA, driving up

acquisition costs that are passed on to federal agency programs. One example of this duplication -- for 80%

of spend in the professional services category -- less than 1,000 contractors are managing nearly 11,000

contracts. Given the historical constraints of federal procurement law, current GWACs and MACs have left

many highly qualified contractors - both traditional and new to the federal market - with limited access to

most best-in-class contracts driving many agencies to create duplicative contracts to access their core

industrial base.

In addition, new procurement authorities given to GSA provide us with a unique opportunity to create a next-

generation services MAC that is broader and better addresses federal agencies’ services needs today. GSA

FAS Office of Professional Services and Human Capital Categories began the work in 2020, to develop a

services contract that achieves four goals:

•It delivers a simpler buying experience through a contract program that allows for both commercial and

noncommercial services, supporting commodities, all contract pricing types, and primarily uses GSA’s new

authority to leverage competition at the task order level to establish the price

•It reduces friction in the procurement process through vetted open enrollment based on agencies needs,

thoughtful selection and fair opportunity standards, enhanced systems, and innovative practices

•It meets best-in-class contract requirements and improves government oversight and management of spend,

contract and subcontract performance, and small business participation

•It positions the federal government to reduce contract duplication and to achieve significant burden

reduction for both government and industry
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Background

In terms of how OASIS+ will align with other GSA contract offerings, specifically Multiple Award Schedules (MAS), 

MAS has a number of streamlined and effective practices that will be incorporated into the acquisition strategy; 

however, PSHC does not intend to duplicate the Multiple Award Schedule with the Services MAC. The contract will be 

complementary to GSA’s other contract offerings, providing needed flexibility and the ability for agencies to transition 

unmanaged spend to a Best In Class, centrally managed contract. Specifically, a large segment of Federal spending is 

not able to be accommodated via MAS due to the requirement involving:

•Non-commercial services

•Cost Reimbursable contract types

•Integrated services

As such, the above needs represent top priority objectives for the Government’s requirements. PSHC does not intend 

to limit OASIS+ to these parameters, though; the goal is to provide a flexible, dynamic contract vehicle that can meet 

the full scope of potential services needed, which may also include commercial and fixed price requirements. How 

this will relate to other Multiple Award Contracts and Government-Wide Vehicles is still being determined within GSA.

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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DOMAINS

1. Technical & Engineering (TE)

2. Management & Advisory (MA)

3. Intelligence (INT)

4. Research & Development (RD)

5. Enterprise Solutions (ENT)

6. Facilities (FAC)

7. Environmental Services (ENV)

8. Logistics (LOG)
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Requirements

Criteria in the Qualifications Matrix fall into the following categories:

(1) Qualifying Project Experience:

The Offeror may propose using a maximum of 5 Qualifying Projects (QPs). The Offeror is limited to only 5 QPs to

achieve QP-based criteria. A number of criteria in the qualifications matrix are derived from these QPs. QPs must:

(a) Be: (1) a single contract - including prime contracts, subcontracts, and commercial contracts;

(b) (2) a single task order awarded under an Indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ) or Blanket Purchase

Agreement (BPA), including single or multiple award; or DRAFT(3) a task order under a Federal Supply Schedule

contract (FAR 8.405-2) or BPA (FAR 8.405-3).

(b) Meet or exceed a minimum annual value of $250K ($150K if performed by a Protege in an SBA-approved Mentor-

Protege JV)

(c) Have some portion of direct labor performed within the past 5 years from the date the solicitation closes

(d) Have satisfactory or above past performance (on 5 point scale, average of scores >3.0) based on the latest

Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR) if available, or a Past Performance Questionnaire if no CPAR is

available.

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Requirements

(2) Federal Experience: these qualifications do not need to come from the QPs, and can be obtained

through other projects if applicable. These qualifications will generally apply across OASIS+ Domains.

(3) Government-approved systems and rates: these qualifications are based on systems and rates

approved by a cognizant Federal Agency. These qualifications will generally apply across OASIS+ Domains.

(4) Other certifications: these qualifications are based on certifications issued by third party (i.e., non-

Governmental) organizations.These qualifications will generally apply across OASIS+ Domains.

**One QP can meet multiple criteria - for example (per the following matrix): a relevant QP (4 credits) with an annual

value of $6M (2 credits) spanning 12 different LCATs (1 credit) with Top Secret clearances (1 credit) and involving surge

support (1 credit) for a total of 9 credits associated with that QP.

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Scorecard/Matrix

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Scorecard/Matrix

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos
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Considerations/Exceptions

Unanet Code(s): G0 220 - G0 Presentation and Oral Videos

The earlier matrix is only an example of potential qualifying criteria. GSA is currently completing
comprehensive customer engagement, including surveys and focus groups, for each Domain to ensure
the qualifications are representative of customer needs in that mission space.

Small/Socioeconomic Considerations: Note that the below example matrix is developed for small
business offerors responding to the Total Small Business Set Aside solicitation. Qualification standards
for each IDIQ will be designed to achieve targeted socioeconomic representation. To the maximum
extent possible, qualifying thresholds will be standardized across socioeconomic IDIQs to facilitate
streamlined submission and evaluation. However, qualifying criteria for underrepresented
socioeconomic IDIQs (e.g. HUBzone) may be adjusted to achieve adequate representation.

Unrestricted Considerations: Alternatively, Unrestricted solicitations may require a higher qualifying
threshold and additional qualifying criteria, such as: past performance exceeding subcontracting goals,
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions disclosures, experience performing IAW applicable labor laws (e.g.,
Service Contract Labor Standards, Collective Bargaining Agreements), experience with and/or plan to
support other priorities (e.g., AbilityOne and minority-owned SBs).
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More to think about
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Teaming/Partners
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Customer Overview - Organization

Current/Recent

Strong Supporter

Moderate Supporter

Neutral Supporter

Dislikes

Personnel Change*

Moderate Supporter


